With more than 160 years' unique expertise in the art of protection, Aigle has gradually extended its playing field from the countryside to urban environments and, in recent years, has emerged as a leading outdoor lifestyle brand.

The Spring/Summer 2017 season sees a back-to-basics approach by Aigle, with the launch of the Travel & Hike line and an Everyday Outdoor collection inspired mainly this season by all things nautical.

This collection fulfils the widest range of expectations, combining a strong sense of style with enhanced functionality in products that have been reworked to perform better against the elements.
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Perfected, long-lasting products that are ideally suited to contemporary lifestyles:
√ Waterproof, breathable
√ Technical, functional, practical
√ Clever: T-Kit, 3-in-1, Rainpack, etc.
√ With a distinctive style and a quality finish

Products and materials tested in our laboratory:
√ Gore-Tex®, MTD, Polartec, Primaloft, Dft, Uv-C, Dri-release, etc.

Our positioning: Outdoor lifestyle

Products for encounters with nature and the elements:
✓ In nature or around town
✓ Everyday or occasional wear for adventures, travel, walking and hiking

Products that are designed for the outdoors, both in terms of functionality and style.

Our domain

Our customers:
35-49 years old
demanding with regard to the balance between:
quality / comfort / price / style

Our expertise: the Art of Protection

Style and functionality
From the very beginning, Aigle has been protecting men and women in nature, offering positive protection for everyone, every day, in all kinds of weather - from rain and cold to wind and sun.

Perfected, long-lasting products that are ideally suited to contemporary lifestyles:
✓ Waterproof, breathable
✓ Technical, functional, practical
✓ Clever: T-Kit, 3-in-1, Rainpack, etc.
✓ With a distinctive style and a quality finish

Left: RETROSTARE «Fishtail» parka in waterproof, breathable MTD.
Right: 53 PARKA, nautically-inspired parka in waterproof, breathable MTD.
For all those who want to dress themselves out for an adventure in nature, a one day trek or for an active trip, Aigle is launching a Travel & Hike line.

**Technical products...**

...that offer protection from the rain, wind or sun. Each item of clothing offers added value either in its fabric and details (water-repellent Aquaguard zip, waterproof zips, etc.) or its design (multi-pockets, fold away hood...).

**Ultra-light products...**

...to wear in any situation, which are comfortable and easy to carry. Our products are multipurpose and come in lightweight, unlined fabrics; we opt for multiple layers concept.

**Clever products...**

...that can be converted or compressed, with pockets and practical details for modern and functional clothing. Innovative, well-designed products that are suited to new ways of life.
POWERTREK
2.5-layer, 3-in-1 coat in MTD

- Soft, waterproof, breathable MTD 5000/5000 fabric in 2.5 layers
- Quilted, zip-removable body warmer in Primaloft
- Heat-sealed pocket flaps and cuff fasteners
- Water-repellent Aquaguard zip, storm flap with chin guard and rain channel
- Taped seams

The fabric is made of a water-repellent ripstop exterior, attached to a highly waterproof, breathable and windproof membrane that is protected by surface coating. Taped seams. Guarantees maximum protection, is ultra-lightweight and compressible.

MTD
2.5-LAYER MTD

- The membrane acts as a barrier against water and wind. It is waterproof and windproof.
- Fabric breathability allows to evacuate the body moisture outside. The body remains dry.

DWELTON
Compressible, mixed fabric fleece jacket

- Jacket can be attached to parkas with press studs
- Lightweight, water-repellent material with Primaloft padded lining
- Stretch fleece fabric
- Can be packed into its inside pocket
- Drawstring to adjust the bottom hem

- Waterproof, breathable MTD 10,000/10,000 fabric
- Contrasting water-repellent aquaguard zips
- Attached, adjustable hood
- Bottom hem of jacket can be adjusted
- Elasticated cuffs
- Ultra-lightweight and can be packed into its inside pocket

KAWEKA
Compressible women's jacket in 2.5-layer MTD

- Waterproof, breathable MTD 10,000/10,000 fabric
- Contrasting water-repellent aquaguard zips
- Attached, adjustable hood
- Bottom hem of jacket can be adjusted
- Semi-elasticated cuffs
- Ultra-lightweight and can be packed into its inside pocket
Left: KAWOKA, 2.5-layer, compressible jacket in waterproof, breathable MTD
Middle: BLUWIN, 3-layer, multi-pocket parka in waterproof, breathable MTD
Right: KAWeka, 2.5-layer, compressible jacket in waterproof, breathable MTD
MOOVEN MID GTX, hiking boot with a waterproof, breathable Gore-tex® membrane

The insole guarantees long-term comfort and cushioning. It absorbs moisture and encourages air to circulate around the foot. Removable and 100% washable.

√ Padded collar and tongue
√ Gore-Tex® lining
√ Self-locking lacing hooks
√ Split leather and polyamide upper
√ Front and back stone guards
√ EVA midsole
√ Ortholite insole
√ Vibram lugged rubber sole
√ For men and women, in low and mid versions
TÉNÉRÉ LIGHT CVS GTX
Walking boot with a waterproof, breathable GTX membrane

- Split leather and polyamide upper
- Self-locking lacing hooks
- Padded collar and tongue
- Front and back stone guards
- Lugged rubber sole
- For men and women, in low and mid versions

TÉNÉRÉ LIGHT CVS GTX
Walking boot with a waterproof, breathable GTX membrane

- Polyamide canvas and full-grain leather upper
- Gore-Tex® lining
- Curved and padded collar
- Lugged rubber sole
- Eco Ortholite insole
- EVA midsole
- For men and women, in low, mid and waterproof cotton canvas versions

ARVEN MID MTD
Hiking boot in waterproof, breathable MTD

- Polyamide canvas and full-grain leather upper
- Gore-Tex® lining
- Curved and padded collar
- Lugged rubber sole
- Eco Ortholite insole
- EVA midsole
- For men and women, in low, mid and waterproof cotton canvas versions
Aigle reinterprets the Copeland three quarter sailing jacket, originally launched in 1994 and popularly chosen by a whole generation. As a reference to the origins of the brand with its signature 1853, this jacket new edition protects from rain and wind, while being highly breathable.

- Soft, waterproof and breathable MTD 10,000/10,000 fabric
- Taped seams
- Adjustable hood that can be folded away into the collar
- Front zip covered by a storm flap with chin guard and rain channel
- T-Kit Option: associable jacket with jacket or bodywarmer fleece, with snaps
- **RESPIRANT**
  - Breathable
  - Impermeable
  - Waterproof
  - Coupevent
  - Windproof

- **LANDSEED NEW**
  - Short, nautically inspired parka
  - Waterproof, breathable MTD 5000/5000 fabric
  - Hood can be folded away into the collar
  - Front metal zip
  - 4 outside pockets and 1 inside pocket
  - Adjustable size

- **HAVSEA**
  - Salt water treated boat shoe
  - Full-grain, salt water treated leather upper
  - Traditional loafer construction
  - Non-marking rubber sole
  - Available for men and women

- **STARSEA**
  - Seaside polo shirt
  - Available for men and women
A strong nautical spirit this season for the everyday outdoor collection
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